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AbstractA
The chirp
c
scaling alggorithm (CSA) is based on the chirp scaling pulse
p
compresseed data. To remo
ove the range variant
v
nature of the system
sy
impulse response, the CSA
C
operates byy chirp scaling the linear frequency modulateed (LFM) signaal that
already exists in
n the range-Dopppler domain off the pulse comppressed data. Th
his LFM signal is commonly coompensated for in the
CS algorithm and
a the range-D
Doppler algorith
hm by secondarry range comprression (SRC). Chirp
C
scaling of the uncompen
nsated
SRC signal alloows the ACS alggorithm to operaate on pulse com
mpressed data, reemoving the oveerhead associateed with the processing
of data that stilll contains the LFM
L
transmitteed pulse (as is necessary
n
in thee CS algorithm).. In cases wheree chirp scaling of the
uncompensatedd SRC chirp dooes not yield addequate results, a range chirp with a chirp leength on the orrder of the maxximum
differential rangge migration accross the scene can
c be inserted into
i
the data, an
nd this new chirpp can be scaled during processiing

I.

IN
NTRODUCTIO
ON

d
distannt objects and determining thheir position, speed,
s
RADAR (radiio detection annd ranging) is a method of detecting
material comp
position, or oth
her characterisstics by causinng radio wavees to be reflectted from them
m and analyzinng the
reflected waves. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a kind of sidee looking radaar (SLR) whicch is used forr high
b
imaging of terrain, as sshown in Figure.1. It can be used for all-w
weather and all--time.
resolution aeriial and space based
The term all-w
weather means that an imagee can be acquirred in any weaather conditionns like clouds, fog or precipiitation
etc. and the term all-time meeans that an im
mage can be accquired during day as well ass night. With SAR
S
it is possible to
m be of greaat use in combbating such naatural disasterss like wildfiress, oilobtain detailedd information quickly that may
spills, ice and seas etc. SAR
R takes advantage of the forw
ward motion of
o the platform
m while transm
mitting and receeiving
ms or pulses to
o form the equuivalent of a loong antenna. Itt is a coherent system, in thaat it retains botth the
short waveform
phase and mag
gnitude of the received echo
oes which are ssynthesized in the signal proocessor to prodduce high resollution
imagery. As a target (like a ship) first en
nters the radar beam, the bacckscattered echhoes from eacch transmitted pulse
begin to be reccorded. As the platform contiinues to move forward, all ecchoes from thee target for eachh pulse are recorded
during the entiire time that thhe target is withhin the beam. T
The point at whhich the target leaves the view
w of the radar beam
some time lateer, determines the
t length of thhe simulated orr synthesized antenna.
a
The syynthesized expanding beam-w
width,
combined withh the increasedd time, a targeet is within thee beam and ass ground rangee increases, it balances
b
each other
such that the resolution remaains constant accross the entiree swath. The id
deal flight pathh in stripmap SA
AR is a straighht line
a
with no
n roll, pitch, or
o yaw. Ideallyy the sensor trransmits pulses at equally sp
paced intervalss (this
at a constant altitude
implies a consstant velocity for
fo a fixed PRI)). Also, the poiinting directionn of the antennna is such that the
t peak of thee main
lobe of the anttenna is perpen
ndicular to the flight
f
track andd has a constannt grazing angle as shown in Figure.2.
F

Figu
ure.1 Conceptuaal view of strippmap SAR
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For an ideal sttrip-map flight described by the
t vector (vt, 0, h) and a sing
gle point targeet at u0 = (0, y0
0, 0), for the reelative
range (R(t)), reelative velocity
y (Vr), relative acceleration(aa, Doppler freqquency, and Dooppler rate are as
a follows
Vr(t)=
R(t)=
Ar(t)=
FDop(t)= Fdop(t)= Where the redd lines represeent the antenn
na first-null beeam-width forr the two extrreme pulsing locations
l
wherre the
reflector first enters
e
the mainn lobe of the beeam and finallyy leaves the main lobe of thee beam, the bluue line represennts the
closest range from
f
the antennna to the reflecctor when the vehicle
v
is passing by

Figurre.2 Data Modeel for stripmapp Geometry
i Figure.3 is
Length of the synthetic apertture as shown in
La =
= 2*D* /(L* cos(A/2)))
m in azimuth), then cos(Vn/2) _ 1,giving
If Y << L (i.e. a narrow beam

The time the reeflector is in thhe antenna beam is:
Ta = La/v
= 2*D* / (v*L* cos(A/22))
Cross-range reesolution corresponding to the maximum syynthetic aperturre size is givenn by

a larger potenttial aperture giives a finer ressolution. Increaase in effectivee aperture size exactly cancells increase in bbeamwidth with rannge. The differrence between the maximum and the minim
mum Doppler shhift across areaa of the beam-width
is known as Doppler
D
bandwiidth. The upperr and lower boounds on the PR
RF of a side-loooking stripmaap SAR are givven by
the relation:
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The Nyquist saampling intervval for side-lookking stripmap SAR is

F
Figure.3
Stripm
map Aperture Length
L
I
II.

PROCE
ESSING ALGO
ORITHM

Several algoritthms exist to process
p
SAR data.
d
There are three main claasses of algoritthms: frequenccy domain metthods,
time-domain methods,
m
and “inverse probllems” methodss. There are many
m
different frequency-dom
main algorithm
ms for
forming stripm
map SAR imag
ges, such as thhe range-doppller algorithm (RDA),
(
the w--k algorithm an
nd the chirp sccaling
algorithm. Thee frequency-doomain algorithm
ms have low coomputational complexity
c
beccause they utiliize the efficiennt FFT
algorithms. Th
he frequency domain algorithms primarilly differ in ho
ow the RCMC
C is accompliished. Some of
o the
approximationns, such as havving a narrow beam in azimuuth or the rangge to the scenee, will determin
ne which frequuency
domain algorithm will be beetter suited forr a data set. A couple assum
mptions and lim
mitations of thee frequency-doomain
algorithms aree that the vehiccle is traveling
g at a constant velocity and pulses
p
are transsmitted at equaally spaced inteervals
(this justifies the
t use of the FFT)
F
and that the vehicle folllows a perfecttly straight fligght path so thatt no uncompennsated
motion is pressent. A drawbaack to the frequuency domain m
methods is thaat all the processsing is done globally.
g
This makes
m
motion error along
a
the flightt path difficult to account forr and hence thee focusing in soome areas mighht not be as goood as
in others. Thee frequency-do
omain algorithm
ms do not expplicitly accoun
nt for noise in the system. There
T
are also many
different time-domain algorrithms for form
ming strip-mapp SAR imagees, such as thee range-stackin
ng algorithm, timem, convolution back-projectioon (CBP). The advantages off using a time-ddomain algoritthm is
domain correlaation algorithm
that such thing
gs as unequallyy spaced pulsinng intervals andd compensating for motion iss easily handleed. The final class of
imaging algorrithm is “inverrse-problems” methods. Theese approachess are model-baased, that is thhey model thee data
acquisition of the SAR senso
or, then they innvert the modell to recover thee ground reflecctivity.
III.

CH
HIRP SCALIN
NG

The chirp scalling algorithm
m (CSA), also known
k
as the differential rannge deramp allgorithm has received
r
widesspread
acceptance duue to its efficieent implementaation and the aability to perfoorm secondary range compreession (SRC), which
w
can limit the focusing accurracy of higherr squint and w
wide-aperture systems using the RDA. Thiis improvemennt is a
benefit of thee phase-historyy data being available
a
in thhe 2-D frequeency domain where
w
SRC caanbe made aziimuth
frequency deppendent. Whilee the RDA allgorithm uses interpolation to implementt range cell migration
m
correection
(RCMC), the CSA
C
uses (a) frequency
f
shiftting to correct for the constannt migration coomponent, and
d (b) chirp scaling to
correct for thee linear migraation componennt. As the scaaling operationn is better mattched to chirpp-encoded signnals, a
requirement foor the CSA is that
t the signal or phase-historry data must be chirped in thhe range directiion. If the colleection
system employys de-ramp or de-chirp on recceiving, as manny do, the chirrp encoding wiill need to be reeapplied prior to the
scaling operatiion. We considder a signal, such as a linear ffrequency-mod
dulated (LFM) chirp, that is given
g
by:

with frequencyy-modulation (FM)
(
rate Kr Hz,
H that is transsmitted by a SAR. The signaal is reflected off
o a point refeerence
target and is migrated at diifferent azimuuth locations ƞ due to consttant changes in
i range throuughout the synnthetic
aperture. The time
t
taken for the signal to trravel to the tarrget and return is given by t = 2R/c, where R is the range of the
target from thee radar and c = 3*10^8 m/s is
i the speed off wave propagaation in light. This
T scenario is depicted in F
Figure
2.1. The receiv
ved baseband signal
s
after the range migratioon is given by
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ƞ is the azimuth time, A0 is an arbitrary complex constant, ƞc is the beam center offset time, wr(t) is the rectangular
range envelope function, wa(ƞ) is the sinc-squared azimuth envelope function, f0 is the radar center frequency, Rƞ is
the slant range at azimuth time ƞ, R0 is the slant range of closest approach, and Vr is the effective radar velocity. To
correct for this range migration and shift the signal to its proper location, a frequency modulation is applied to a chirpencoded signal to achieve a shift or scaling of the signal. Note that the maximum shift or scale change that can be
implemented by the frequency modulation cannot be too large in order to avoid any problems with the associated
change in the signal’s center frequency and bandwidth. This restriction is mitigated by applying RCMC in two steps so
that only the difference in range cell migration (RCM) at different ranges is corrected in the chirp scaling operation and
the bulk RCM is completed in the 2-D frequency domain along with SRC. Since the energy of a target should align
along a constant range, the range to a target in this pulse will be the range for which the target energy of all pulses are
corrected to. In other words, no RCMC will be applied to the pulse corresponding to ƞo. We can also extended chirp
scaling algorithm and also its analysis [1],[4]. The non-linear way of computation do exist[2]. The fractional chirp
scaling algorithm (FrCSA) is based on the use of the fractional Fourier transform (FrFT) within the chirp scaling
algorithm (CSA)[3]. Given phase-history data which is in the range-time/azimuth-time domain, the CSA steps are as
follows.
1. The azimuth FFT is first computed in order to transform the received data, sr(t;h), into the range Doppler domain.
2. Chirp scaling is applied, using a phase multiply to equalize the range migration of all targets.
3. A range FFT is used to transform the data to the 2-D frequency domain.
4. A phase multiply is performed with a reference function, which applies range compression, SRC, and bulk RCMC in
the same operation.
5. A range inverse FFT (IFFT) is performed to transform the data back to the range Doppler domain.
6. A phase multiply is performed to apply azimuth compression with a time varying match filter. A phase correction is
also required as a result of the chirp scaling in step 2, which can be incorporated into the same phase multiply.
7. The final azimuth IFFT is computed to transform the compressed data to the SAR image domain.

Figure.4 Processing Algorithm Steps
The received signal from the target consists of several parameters, which depicts azimuth chirp and range migration
effect. The received signal consists of (i) amplitude range dependence and the elevation antenna pattern, (ii) part which
reflects 2-way antenna pattern of the sensor, which represents the synthetic aperture length and is proportional to range
r0, (iii) echo signal envelope and its position in fast time, (iv) the factor, which translates the range trajectory of the
point scattered into a phase history, it is called azimuth chirp and its frequency is given by
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The azimuth resolution is given by
L
2
The azimuth resolution is independent of range, velocity or wavelength. The actual resolution is a function of how
much of the bandwidth is processed and the combined shape of the beam pattern and the weighting function. The
received and demodulated radar signal is referred to as the SAR signal space as it is still in its raw form and the twodimensional image of the magnitude of the two-dimensional imaginary signal would not allow recognition of targets.
A

0.866vcosθ/fDC

Figure.5 Echo returns of azimuthal chirp

Figure.6 FFT of echo return of azimuthal chirp

Figure.7 Range IFFT

Figure.8 Azimuth FFT
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